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Born in Ottawa, Carson Becke began learning
the piano at the age of five with his Great
Grandmother who had studied at the Julliard
School in the 1930s. She inspired him to study
music abroad and at the tender age of 16 he
came to England and the Purcell School of
Music, where he became enamored with the
richness of musical life in London.

score as a general guide, not as a literal step by
step instruction manual, as many performers
tend to treat them today. Carson’s work seeks to
analyse and understand the principles behind
Strauss’s improvisatory approach, and to inform
a more contextualised approach to performing
this music for the pianists of today.

While studying, Carson maintains an extensive
performance and teaching schedule including
teaching piano at Magdalen College School, and
musicianship at the Purcell School of Music. He
is also the Graduate Musician in Residence at
St. Hilda’s College, Oxford University, where he
coaches undergraduate musicians and assists in
the running of the college choir. In addition to his
studies Carson is working on a multi-album
recording project that will portray Strauss’s use
of the piano in many different capacities. The first
two albums of this set were recorded in 2014
and 2015 respectively, and
the first album (‘Richard
Strauss: Lieder’), was
recorded with the Canadian
mezzo-soprano Wallis
Giunta. Since 2010, he has
been the artistic director of
Festival Pontiac Enchanté,
a concert series based in
Luskville, Quebec, which
seeks to present young
musicians (mostly
Canadians) who are in the
early stages of their
Carson Becke
careers.

The Royal Academy of Music (RAM), where
Carson received a BMus (First Class) degree in
piano performance (2011), believe Carson’s
insights into the performance and compositional
aesthetics of Richard Strauss, the subject of his
current doctoral research at The University of
Oxford, are already revelatory. They describe
him as a remarkable pianist and a scholar of
outstanding ability. Carson is developing a
career with three fundamental facets:
performance, teaching, and concert presenting;
the RAM believes these
activities distinguish him
from many other
students his age.
It is nearly impossible to
find an orchestral series
or opera house season
that does not feature at
least one of Richard
Strauss’ (1864-1949)
canonic works, and the
opening of his Nietzschean tone poem Also
Sprach Zarathustra
(made particularly famous by Stanley
Kubrick’s use of it in 2001: A Space Odyssey) is
one of the most iconic musical fragments in the
entire canon of music history. Scholarship on
Strauss is rich, but his lifelong relationship with
the piano has been largely ignored. Carson
believes that both his writing for the piano and
his manner of playing the instrument, as
documented by numerous recordings, hold key
information for under-standing Strauss’s
performance aesthetic. Strauss’s recordings
reveal that he rarely played exactly what he
wrote! His tendency was to treat the musical

In November 2016, he undertook a four-week
concert tour of New Zealand and Australia with
the Dolmen Ensemble, sponsored by the Royal
Over-Seas League. On completion of his DPhil,
Carson and his Canadian wife intend to return
“home” where he hopes to teach at a Canadian
university. The CCSF believes he will go on to
make a significant contribution to music
education in Canada.
The CCSF is proud to have Carson among our
distinguished scholars. In 2016 he received a
CCSF scholarship sponsored by Blakes.
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